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Chairman’s Message

I hope everyone has enjoyed the fall season
and has had a chance to get their snow tires on.
Summer seems to pass quicker each year.
Recently we held a chassis and finish seminar on
C-2/3’s at Trailcon. Almost 30 members were
present for this warmly received presentation.
A big thanks to Al and his daughter Stacey for
organizing and hosting this new style event.
The take home flash drive is fantastic!
On Saturday December 1st, we will have a
technical class and our AGM. Please bring your
appetite as we will be serving veal sandwiches
for lunch.

In addition we will have nominations and
elections for officers for the chapter.
If you are interested in contributing to the
chapter please see me. We are currently looking
to fill our Judging Chair and our Treasurer ‘s
positions. Allan Harris has decided to step down
after many years at the helm. We would like to
thank him for his fantastic work.
See you on the 1st,
Andy Goodman
Ontario Chapter Chairman
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NCRS Judging - Original Corvette Tires

By Tom Dingman (4889), with significant text from Terry McManmon (3966) and Paul Oslansky (18046)
included with permission.
We made a last minute change during our Michigan Chapter "Motor City Regional". Board member
Jeff Salz convinced us that the car owners who trailered in should be allowed to unload at the site of the
judging (Les Stanford Chevrolet's Rotunda Drive Annex). We had originally said that unloading and
operations judging would take place at a remote trailer parking lot. Trailer parking didn't change, just the
unloading location.
Why the change? Corvette owners who knew the condition of their original style tires (some up to
60 years old) heard about and objected to our remote site plan. They didn't want to drive any distance on
old and hard tires. With the location change, operations judging went well on Thursday, and the older
tires (and owners) were not stressed.
I think this is connected in part, to the discussion I had with NCRS member Dave Tallenger recently.
I told Dave I was buying reproduction biased ply 6.70 x 15" tires for my 1960 Corvette. Dave's response
was "You now have radials. What points will you gain during NCRS judging?" I had to admit I had not

considered that question.
I do have a spare, a 6.70 x 15" U. S. Royal tire that is not marked with the US department of
transportation (DOT) letters. If I had four other tires like this, I would feel the same way as those owners
at the Motor City Regional.
Looking at the judging sheets on www.ncrs.org, I found that a 1960 Corvette is allowed thirty
points for all five tires. That's six points per tire, by my calculation. Wheels are judged separately.
th
Section four of the I\JCHS Corvette Judging Reference Manual1953-1996, 8 edition offers Standard
Deduction Guidelines. Page 30 covers Batteries and Tires. If you do not have that document, read below
for what it says about tires.
A recent discussion at www.ncrs.org included a re-statement of the standard deductions for tires.
This is where text from Terry McManmon and Paul Oslansky comes in. Terry submitted this: "For those
also interested in how to apply the Standard Deductions for tires here is the process:
1) Go to the applicable Technical Information Manual & Judging Guide (TIM&JG} to find the description of
the OEM tires for your year car.
2) Go to the judging score sheets on this web site to find how many originality points are assigned to tires
for your year Corvette:
https://www.ncrs.org/services/judging-score-sheets.php
Tires are judged in the Exterior section.
3) Paul was kind enough to supply the standard Deductions for Tires for 1953 to 1973. They are slightly
different for 1974 and newer, so if that area is your interest you will have to seek that wording in the NCRS
Judging Reference Manual.
For 1953 to 1973:
The following is the Standard Deduction chart that is applied when judging tires for Originality:
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Ontario NCRS Judging - C-1 Tie Rod Ends

I was cleaning up some old parts that I had lying
around and came across an old front-end kit which
was replaced approx. 20 years ago. The parts
replaced parts were the king pins, bushings and tie
rod ends. In the bag of parts there were tie rod
ends of different configurations, which I will offer
my interpretation and I’m looking for comments
based on what I assumed could be original to
the car.

Photo 1

Photo 4

Photo 2

The first batch of photos (1 thru 5) are what I
believe is original to the car. If you look closely at
the casting you will notice the there is no seam
around the body of the joint except for a small
seam at 180 degrees from the thread. There is a
number on the bottom 173-L which indicates left
hand thread. The nut is cad plated and the rubber
booth has “GM”, “FK” and a part # 505007.

Photo 3

Photo 5
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The next photo# 6 is what is considered correct
for judging, however, when I examined the box and
the part, there are noticeable differences. Note the
seam approx. 3/16” all the way around the center of
the casting and the box is marked “All Chevrolet
39-54”. Photo# 7. The dating could be from when it
was originally packaged. It still has the grease fitting

Photo 6

at the 30-degree angle as described in the TIMJG
and the rubber is slightly larger, which could be from
age. I checked the GM service replacement rubber
boots part # 5-3687643, photo #8, but they do not
contain any of the marking as described on the one
I believe is original.

Photo 7

Photo 8

The last photo # 9 is what has been used as a generic
replacement. They are functionally fine except the grease fitting
is on the bottom which has been used since the early 60’s on
most GM products. These was not used on any C-1’s.
If anyone has any comments or information on this please
contact me as the new 58-60 JG is in the process of written so I
can be passed on the information to the contributors/writers of
the manual. I have had the opportunity to review some of the
material in the draft form and things that were in the past manual
will change from what is going to eventually be published.
By Pat Heimrath NCRS 28537
Photo 7
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The Last Minute Switch

The Covette’s crossed flags
emblem had a very controversial
beginning, which left designer
Robert Bartholomew with some
significant challenges.
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Tech Article - The Dreaded C6 Harmonic Balancer Wobble

It was in 2017 at the Altoona Regional that the conversation
came up about the early C6 LS2s having defective harmonic
balancers. What? Upon arriving back in NC, we investigated
our 25K-mile 2006, affectionally called our 6666 car. (To be
explained later.) There was a slight wobble observed at idle,
and in April 2018, Kaye mentioned hearing an asynchronous
squeal from the serpentine belt.
We knew it was time, at a mere 26K miles, to fix the
problem, especially after reading and hearing horror stories

related to vehicle and/or engine damage caused by
neglecting the issue.
After some investigation regarding who and where to
have the work done, there was no doubt that we should
tackle the job ourselves. The cost for this repair ranges
from $1200 to $2000 depending on what level is required.
Performing mechanical repairs on C1, C2 and C3s is
child’s play compared to this car! I can barely see the
balancer so how do I remove it?

Following are the steps in our process:
1. Disconnect the battery.
2. Remove two serpentine belts. If you are questioning this
task, you probably should not attempt the balancer
replacement.
3. Siphon power steering fluid from reservoir on pump and
discard fluid. (I used a turkey baster.)
4. Remove 11mm bolt attaching steering column to rack
and pinion housing. (From this point forward referred to
as R&P)

1

5. Slip column to rear of R&P shaft.
6. Chock rear wheels. (Now you can work from underside
of the Corvette.)
7. Jack up the front of the vehicle.
8. Remove front wheels and support vehicle.
(Figure 1)
9. Remove left and right tie-rod to spindle attaching nuts
with 18mm box wrench and #6 hex wrench. Both pulled
out easily on my car. They may need a light tap to
persuade. (Figure 2)
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10. Remove sway bar (two 18 mm and one #6 hex again).
Remove four bracket bolts (13 mm).
11. Loosen four engine cradle bolts with two turns of an
old-school spark-plug 13/16” socket.
(Figure 3)
12. Remove left and right R&P bolts with 18mm
socket and wrench.
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13. Unplug sensor to R&P blue connector on delicate
red and black conductor. These conductors have a spiral
split sheath and are also zip-tied to housing – be careful.
14. Loosen engine cradle bolts until you can insert onehalf--inch shim in front between chassis and cradle near
bolt. (I used an old bolt here). Rear two bolts can be
loosened as well. (Figure 4)
DO NOT remove nuts on any of these four bolts!
Support the cradle during this process with a small jack of
your choice in center of the engine cradle. (I kept this
jack in position during this entire procedure.)
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15. Remove two 10 mm bolts holding power-steering
hose bracket. assembly. Pull up and away using zip tie,
rope, etc. to pull aside and away from front of balancer.
Do not force anything.
(Figure 5)
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16. Remove two R&P attaching bolts if not already done.
Note – power steering lines on top of R&P housing above
the cross member are not disconnected. (Figure 6)
17. Remove left and right brake-line clips to wheels from
bracket DO NOT disconnect line, just clips. My
procedure does not interfere with brake system of the
vehicle.
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18. Remove two plastic cross-member brake-line clips for
right wheel. All four clips will pop right out using a screw
driver.
19. On left side near R&P drive housing, pull all slack from
two metal brake lines toward rear of vehicle without
bending to the point of kinking or breaking. Patience will
come into play here. This will provide clearance for upper
shaft of R&P to pass in front of these two lines.
20. Now comes the least accessible procedure of all.
Using an 18mm wrench, remove two power-steering
hoses from top of R&P drive unit. (Figure 7)
Make note of each hose’s location for later reinstallation.
Both can be pushed away
and tied or zip-tied away from the work area.
Do Not Force.
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21. An assistant would be of help here as you slip entire
R&P assembly out through left wheel opening.
(Figure 8)
Our car is a manual transmission. We simply left the car in
6th gear with chocks tight in front and rear of BOTH rear
wheels. This offered enough resistance to break the
balancer bolt loose.
FINALLY --- we had full access to the balancer. (Figure 9)
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I used a small 3-point wheel puller after removing the
through bolt with a 15/16 socket. It was tight on the
fingers to fit near the center, but it pulled the old balancer
flawlessly. However, the bolt which was tightened during
engine assembly, required a pull bar on a one-half-inch
drive to loosen. (SAVE old balancer bolt for later use.)
In the image at right you see a custom lug nut, which
worked perfectly to press against when using the puller.
Examining the old balancer tells part of the story. There is
premature deterioration of the seal between inner and
outer bands. (Red arrow in Photo 10)
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It’s off, and I ordered a new balancer, two serpentine belts,
new bolt for balancer, and power steering fluid. Now I
wait for parts so I can get this all put back together and
write Part 2 of the process, which will be featured in
another article.

6

Now to explain the name of this car, the 6666 Car: This is
the latest model Corvette Kaye and I have ever owned. It
is our first 6-liter, 6-speed, C6, and a 2006 model.
Tom and Kaye Bulluck #8966

The following article is an addendum to this procedure by Brian McIntyre who owns a 2006 convertible.
Because it has an automatic transmission, there are some differences in the process.
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Tech Article - Starter Removal To Replace Harmonic Balancer
on Automatic-Transmission Model

Tom Bulluck casually mentioned the harmonic balancer
wobble at the Greenville regional and asked if I had
noticed anything on my car. I had noted a strong chirping
noise coming from under the hood of my 52,000-mile
2006 as I exited I-85 on the way to Greenville. At the
time, I attributed it to needing some belt dressing and
forgot about it.

I corresponded with Tom who was changing his
harmonic balancer in advance of the road trip to Las
Vegas for the NCRS National Convention. To better
understand the problem, this YouTube link will show the
wobble problem and provides an example of the chirping
noise.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hn_Y2uyxHfM

At dinner with Jimmy, Rich, and Dave Barrett, I
mentioned Tom’s comment and the fact I had heard
chirping noises under the hood. The four of us peered
under my hood in the restaurant parking lot with the
engine running and noticed a slight wobble in the
harmonic balancer pulley and the chirping noises. The
consensus was there was definitely a slight wobble to the
pulley. I then knew belt dressing might temporary quiet
the noise, but action was required.

This narrative picks up after Step 21 where Tom Bulluck
discusses blocking the rear wheels in his standard shift
car to remove the harmonic balancer bolt. With an
automatic transmission, the rotation of the engine must
otherwise be prevented. The bolt for the harmonic
balancer is torqued to 235 ft-lbs. and uses red Loctite.
Serious stuff.
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A flywheel/flex-plate lock (Figure A) is available on the
internet for this purpose. The lock replaces the starter
while work proceeds.
1. To install this lock, remove the battery positive lead if
you have not done so. This evolution does require
handling wires directly connected to the battery, so
caution is required to avoid a fire.

10

6
2. Unplug the oil-level sensor on the passenger side of the
oil pan. The starter is on the passenger side of the car.
3.Remove positive cable nut from the solenoid with 14mm deep socket, see step 1. The solenoid is located on
top of the starter and the wiring connections are just
visible. Figure B shows the starter and solenoid off the
car so you can understand the configuration of the
terminals. Only the top terminal post has wires which
need to be removed. The green plug goes into the socket
to the right of the terminal posts

A

B
7
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on Automatic-Transmission Model
5. Loosen the black plastic flywheel/starter gap protector
(Figure D).
One 10-mm bolt on the side of the oil pan Remove the
two 13-mm bolts from the starter. Do not remove these
bolts before disconnecting the wiring from the solenoid.
The wires are short and if the starter sags, the wires
cannot be removed.
6. In spite of what you might see on the Internet, it is
possible to remove the starter without dropping the
catalytic converter and risking a broken bolt. Simply
rotate the starter to a motor-down vertical position and
move it toward the front of the car. It will drop right out.
(Figure E)
7. Install the flywheel lock (Figure F) using the bolts
provided and the holes which mount the starter.

C
D

5

The lock can be removed once the new balancer bolt is
torqued.
Before driving the car, go back and check all connections
in the steering linkage.
After test driving the car, check the power steering fluid
level. It will have changed as the air from the disconnected
lines is displaced.

6
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NCRS Ontario 2018 Calendar of Events

Date
Date
April
8th
April 8th
April
8th
April
12th-14th
April 12th-14th
18th-21st
April
18th-21st
April
13th
April 13th
20th
April 20th
21st
April 21st
21st
April 27th
April 27th
28th
April
May28th
5th
May 5th
6th
May 6th
May11th
6th
May
May
11th
May
11th-12th
May 11th-12th
16th-19th
May
16th-19th
May
18th
May 18th
20th
May2nd-3rd
20th
June
June 2nd-3rd
7th-9th
June
7th-9th
June
9th
June23rd
9th
June
June
23rd
July
15th-20th
July
15th-20th
August
3rd
August24th
3rd
August
August
18th
August20th-22nd
24th
September
September
20th-22nd
October 25th-27th

NCRS Calendar of Events 2018
NCRS Calendar
Event of Events 2018
Event
NCRS Tech
Seminar
NCRS
TechChapter
Seminar
Mason
Dixon
Meet
Mason
Dixon Chapter
Carolina
RegionalMeet
Carolina
Spring
CarlisleRegional
Swap Meet
Spring
Carlisle
Swap Meet
So
California
Chapter
Meet
So California Chapter Meet
No
No California
Heart
of Ohio Chapter
Chapter Meet
Meet
Heart
of Ohio
Chapter
Meet
Heartland
Chapter
Meet
Heartland
ChapterMeet
Meet
Indiana Chapter
Indiana Chapter Meet
St.Louis
St.Louis
Chapter Meet
Meet
Florida Chapter
Chapter
Meet Meet
MetroFlorida
Long Island
Chapter
Metro
IslandChapter
ChapterMeet
Meet
RockyLong
Mountain
Rocky
ChapterMeet
Meet
New Mountain
England Chapter
England
Chapter
MeetMeet
NCRSNew
Ontario
Chapter
Judging
NCRS Ontario
Chapter
Judging Meet
Arizona
Regional
ArizonaChapter
RegionalMeet
Adirondack
Adirondack
Chapter
Meet
Cent.
New Jersey
Chapter
Meet
Cent. NewFarms
JerseyCountry
ChapterCruize-In
Meet
Fleetwood
Fleetwood
Farms Country
Michigan
RegionalCruize-In
Michigan
Regional
Pittsburgh
Chapter
Meet
Pittsburgh
Chapter Meet
Lakeside
@ Goodmans
BBQ
Lakeside
@ Goodmans
National
ConventionBBQ
National
Convention
Illinois
Chapter
Meet
Illinois
Chapter
Meet
NCRS
Gallery
Carlisle
Vettes
in the@Valley
NCRS
Gallery @
Carlisle
Mid-Atlantic
Regional

Location
Location
146 Morrell
Street, Brantford
146
Morrell
Street,Maryland
Brantford
Havre
de Grace,
Havre
de Grace,
Greenville,
SouthMaryland
Carolina
Greenville,
South
Carlisle,
PACarolina
Carlisle,
PA
Glendora,
California
Glendora,
Suisun
City,California
California
Suisun
City, California
Marysville,
Ohio
Marysville, Ohio
Pleasantville,
Iowa
Pleasantville,
Iowa
Roanoke, Indiana
Roanoke, Indiana
Manchester
Missouri
Manchester
Riverview, Missouri
Florida
NewRiverview,
Hyde Park,Florida
New York
New
Hyde
Park,Colorado
New York
Wheat
Ridge,

Ridge, Rhode
Colorado
EastWheat
Providence,
Island
East Providence,
Rhode
Richmond Hill,
ONIsland
Richmond Hill,
ON
Scottsdale,
Arizona
Scottsdale,
Arizona
Cohoes, New
York
Cohoes,New
NewJersey
York
Rahway,
Rahway,
Jersey
London,New
Ontario
London, Ontario
Dearborn,
Michigan
Dearborn,
Michigan
Latrobe,
Pennsylvania
Latrobe,
Pennsylvania
RSVP
to andy@maplejet.com
RSVP Las
to andy@maplejet.com
Vegas, Nevada
Las
Vegas,Illinois
Nevada
Galena,
Galena,
Illinois
Carlisle,
PA
RSVP. scott1956@rogers.com
Carlisle,
PA
Altoona,
Pennsylvania
Altoona,
Pennsylvania
Frisco,
Texas

September
October
25th-27th

Mid-Atlantic
Regional
Texas Regional
Paint
Tech
Seminar
Texas
Regional

October 25-27th

Texas Regional

Frisco, Texas

October
November

C-2/3 Chassis Technical Seminar
Insurance for Specialty & Classic Cars

Mississauga ON
Details to be announced

Markham
ON
Frisco, Texas

Details to be announced
Note: Please check website www.ncrsontario.org and Linked-in for updates and changes
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PLATINUM REGIONAL EVENT SPONSOR

The best Vette yet, no matter
what your destination

Eastern Canada’s exclusive Callaway Dealer supercharging
your Corvette, Camaro and full size GMC/Chevy trucks.

The Source.....Canada’s #1 Corvette Store!
10675 Yonge St. Richmond Hill • 905.884.0991 • 1.888.379.8888

wilsonniblett.com • corvettecanada.ca • camarocanada.ca
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Chapter Sponsors

When only the best will do.
Trailcon Leasing is a nationwide leader in trailer
rental, leasing and maintenance solutions.
Our expertise in the transportation industry
and dedication to servicing our clients has
allowed us to earn and retain the business of
some of Canada’s largest companies.

trailcon.com

•

1-855-ROAD-RPR

Never a third party operator. Always a Trailcon employee to answer your questions. 24/7.
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Chapter Sponsors

Annual Rates
• 1/2 page $500
• 1/4 page $250
• Business card size $125
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Chapter Sponsors

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR SERVICE
RESTORATIONS
COLLISION

7926 Highway 7
Markham, Ontario
(905)-294-0724
(905)-294-7873

info@stanspowerpaint.com
www.stanspowerpaint.com
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